5 WAYS TO STAY INVOLVED IN AMAZON WATCH

The immediate crisis of catastrophic fires in the Amazon are an urgent threat to its indigenous inhabitants, the forest itself, and our global climate. Share and post to let your friends and followers know how they can continue to support the Amazon!

#1 DONATE
Consider becoming a monthly Amazon Sustainer so we can build a powerful and ongoing movement to defend the Amazon! amazonwatch.org/donate

#2 CALL OUT CORPORATIONS
Driving deforestation of the Amazon are corporations and financiers looking to make a buck off the rainforest. Use your voice to hold them to account! Learn more and lend your voice at amazonwatch.org/dirtydozen

#3 DEFEND INDIGENOUS RIGHTS & TERRITORIES
Indigenous peoples are the rainforest’s first and best stewards, yet governments are allowing their rights and territories to be violated. Take action in defense of indigenous Earth Defenders! amazonwatch.org/take-action

#4 GET INVOLVED LOCALLY TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT
Climate change is making the Amazon more susceptible to fires and droughts. Join local efforts to fight climate change, and take steps to reduce your own impact such as taking public transit, biking, eating less meat, etc.

#5 BECOME A SPOKESPERSON FOR THE AMAZON!
Organize or attend local events, film screenings, benefit concerts, join our online community, and share what you learn with your friends and family. amazonwatch.org/subscribe

LINKS:
Get Involved: amazonwatch.org/take-action
Donate: amazonwatch.org/donate
Subscribe: amazonwatch.org/subscribe

OFFICIAL HASHTAG
#Act4Amazonia

OFFICIAL AMAZON WATCH SOCIAL MEDIA:
Facebook: facebook.com/amazonwatch
Twitter: @AmazonWatch
Instagram: @AmazonWatch
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